
Homework English Class VI:  June 1 to June 27, 2020 

Guidelines: 

1. Homework has been designed so that students may study at home independently. The main              

objective is to keep students involved in studies at home in safe environment. It is simple and                 

based on their previously learned skills leading to concepts of Class VI.  

  

2. It comprises homework plan for four weeks covering following areas from the syllabus: 

2.1. The Great Train Journey from Oxford Modern English – 6  

2.2. Pronouns from Grammar Tree – 6 (Second Edition) 

2.3. Simple Future Tense 

2.4. Comprehension Worksheet to assess learning of:  

A). Reading Comprehension 

B). Use of words in sentences; 

C). Formation of nouns from adjectives; and 

D). Synonyms 

2.5. Creative Writing: Letter Writing and Essay Writing  

 

3. Each section contains necessary reading material, internet links and exercises to do as             

homework. Moreover, whatsapp group for each section has been formed to assist students in              

their homework. 

4. Most of questions are in form of MCQS.  This time solutions for them are not being provided so 

that students may make their own effort and discuss problems in groups. 

5. Students will do homework in notebooks.  

6. Important websites: 

https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/ 
https://www.ldoceonline.com/ 
https://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/grammar-vocabulary 
https://www.storynory.com/ 
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Week 8: June 1 to June 5, 2020 

 

Section One: Oxford Modern English – 6 
The Great Train Journey – Page 39 – 41  

A. Meaning in Context:  

Q.1. Match each word in the Column A with its meaning in the Column B. 

Column A 
 

Column B 
 

a. Wandered ( P. 39; L. 5) i. angry and aggressive 

b. Stationary ( P. 39; L. 7) ii. motionless 

c. Gloom (P. 40; L.1) iii. quickness 

d. Fierce (P. 40; L. 3) iv. walked slowly without any purpose 

e. Glare (P. 40; L. 3) v. to look in an angry way 

f. Rapidity (P. 40; L. 22) vi. darkness 

g. Grin (P. 41; L. 2) 
vii. in a worried or frightened way because you think 

something unpleasant may happen 

h. Apprehensively (P. 41; L.3) viii. wide smile 

i. Hippy.  (P. 41; L.13) ix. worried 

j. Concerned.  (P. 41; L.15) 

x. a person who rejects the way that most people live 

in Western society, often having long hair, wearing 

brightly coloured clothes and taking illegal drugs 

 

Q.2. Choose the best explanation for each expression. 

I.  “He was almost at the end of the train when a carriage door gave way to his thrust.” (P. 39; 

L. 11-12)  

(a). The door of the railway carriage opened when he pulled it. 

(b). The door of the railway carriage opened when he pushed it. 

(c). The door of the railway carriage broke when he pushed it. 
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II. “The carriage was bare of any sort of glamour.” (P. 39; L. 26-27) 

(a). No passenger was looking active in the railway carriage.  

(b). There was nobody to pay attention to the boy. 

(c). Nothing in the railway carriage looked attractive. 

III. “Passing trains fascinated him.” (P. 39; L. 28) 

(a).  The boy had great interest in the trains that moved past him. 

(b). The boy had great fear from the trains that moved past him. 

(c). The boy liked to drive a railway engine. 

IV. He usually wore a contented look. (P. 40; L. 4):  

a). He usually wore very simple clothes.  

b). Generally he looked happy and satisfied.  

c).He was never satisfied and happy. 

V. Soon his perseverance was rewarded. (P. 40; L. 11):  

a). He continued his effort with patience and succeeded to find what in the crates was.  

b). He was admired by his parents for his train journey.  

c). At last, he was able to see the whole world. 

VI. Absorbed in this operation, he did not notice the slight shudder that passed through the train. (P. 

40; L. 13): 

a). The doctor was so busy in the operation that he could not feel the slight movement in patient’s 

body. 

b). The boy was so busy in his work that he could not feel that the train was shaking slightly. 

c).The train was shaking so badly that the boy could not continue his search operation. 

VII. He plunged his hands into the straw. (P. 40; L. 14):  

a). To find what was in the crate, the boy put his hands deep into the straw stuffed in it.  

b). The boy threw the straw out of the crate with his hands.  

c). The boy jumped on the pile of straw in the train. 

VIII. The man stepped out from behind the crates and confronted the boy.  

(P. 41; L. 4):  

a). The man came from behind the crates to beat him.  

b). The man shouted from behind the crates and asked him to have a fight with him.  

c). From behind the crates, the man appeared before the boy. 

IX. ‘… while the carriage rocked on the rails.’  (P. 41; L. 6):  

a). The railway carriage was moving gently on its track.  

b). The train was running very fast with great noise.  

c).There were rocks on the railway track. 

X. The man mused upon the question.  (P. 41; L. 10):  

a). The man got angry on the boy’s question.  

b). The man thought deeply on the question.  
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c). The man ignored the boy’s question. 

 

B. Comprehension:  

Q.3. Tick the correct option. 

I. What time of year was it? 

a). Summer b). Winter c). Spring 

II. What type of train was at the station? 

a). Passenger Train b). Bullet Train c). Goods Train 

III. What was there in the railway carriage? 

a). Passengers b). Cattle c). Wooden Crates 

II. What did Sajid find in the crates? 

a). Weapons b). Apples c). Chickens 

IV. Who else was in the carriage? 

a). A hippy b). The guard c). The ticket checker 

 

Q.4. Read pages39 – 41, and write the answers of the following questions. 

I. How do we know that Sajid likes trains? 

II. How do we know that Sajid was bored? 

III. What sort of things made Sajid curious? 

IV. Why did Sajid think that the trees were walking? 

V. Where did Sajid say that he would like to go? 

 

Q.5. Make sentences:  

Stationary; satisfied; fascinated; precious; confronted 

 

Section Two: Oxford Grammar Tree – 6 

Chapter 6: Personal Pronouns (Page 24 –26) 

 

Q.6. You have already learnt about pronouns and their usage. Read page 24-26 of Chapter No. 6 to 

refresh the idea of Personal Pronouns and do Exercise B at Page 26 of Grammar Tree - 6.  

The following link may help you in grasping idea of Personal Pronouns 

 

https://learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/english-grammar-reference/personal-pronouns 
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Week 9: June 7 to June 13, 2020 
 

Section One: Oxford Modern English – 6 
The Great Train Journey – Page 42 & 43  

A. Meaning in Context:  
Q.1. Match each word in the Column A with its meaning in the Column B. 

Column A 
 

Column B 
 

a. Devour (Page 42, Line 10) 

xi. to have an idea that something is 

probably true or likely to happen, 

especially something bad, but without 

having definite proof 

b. Disappear (Page 42, Line 19) 
xii. to move a train or a coach of a train 

from one track to another 

c. Suspect  (Page 42, Line 21) 

xiii. a feeling of excitement about 

something (usually something good) 

that is going to happen 

d. Shunt (Page 42, Line 28) xiv. To eat something quickly and hungrily 

e. Anticipation (Page 42, Line 30) xv. to become impossible to see 

f. Ragged (Page 43, Line 10) xvi. looked  in an angry, aggressive way 

g. Hippy (Page 43, Line 11) xvii. to walk in a slow relaxed way 

h. Familiar (Page 43, Line 16) xviii. wearing old or torn clothes 

i. Glowered (Page 43, Line 24) 

xix. a person who rejects the way that 

most people live in Western society, 

often having long hair, wearing brightly 

coloured clothes and taking illegal 

drugs 

j. Saunter (Page 43, Line 27) 
xx. well known to you; often seen or heard 

and therefore easy to recognize 
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B. Comprehension:  

Q.2. Read Page 42 & 43 and tick the correct option. 

I. The man warned Sajid to:   
a).  eat apples if he didn’t want to starve. 
b). sleep on the bench.  
c). keep out of sight if didn’t want to be caught. 
II. Who was Sajid’s friend?  
 a).  Umer b). Umair c). Asad 
III.  Sajid imagined that he would bring back for his friend:  
 a). a dolphin b). a crate of apples c). an African tiger or a transistor radio 
 
 
 
IV. Sajid wished his friend would be with him because:   
a).  he would enjoy more in the company of a friend. 
b). he would be less frightened in the company of a friend.  
c). his friend would bought him a train ticket. 
V. Sajid stuffed an apple into each pocket because:   
a).  he guessed apples would be rotten. 
b). he guessed that the crates of apples would be no more in the compartment.  
c). he wanted to show apples to his friends. 
 
Q.3. Make sentences:  

Suspected; anticipation; distant ; astonished; sauntered 

Section Two: Oxford Grammar Tree – 6 

Chapter 6: Reflexive Pronouns (Page 27 –28) 

Q.4. The nine English reflexive pronouns are: myself, yourself, himself, herself, oneself, itself,            

ourselves, yourselves, and themselves. For more details read page 27 Oxford Grammar Tree – 6 and do                 

Exercise D at pages 27 –28 . 
The following link may help you in grasping the idea of Reflexive Pronouns. 

 

https://learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/english-grammar-reference/reflexive-pronouns 

 

Section Three: Letter Writing 

 

Q.5. Eid-Ul-Fitr is one of the greatest festivals of Muslims. It is celebrated to mark the end of Ramzan. 

This year, we celebrated Eid on 24th May. Recall your preparations for the day.  Think about different 

events on the day. What were your feelings and emotions? What dishes did you enjoy? How much Eidi 

did you get and how did you spend it? This brain-storming activity will grant you a lot of ideas to be 
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shared with your friends. Keeping all these ideas in mind, write a letter to your friend and tell him/ her 

how you celebrated Eid-Ul-Fit 

Week 10: June 15 t0 June 20, 2020 

 

Section One: Oxford Modern English – 6 
The Great Train Journey – Working With Words  

A. Synonyms:  

Q.1. Choose the best SYNONYM for each ADJECTIVE. 

Link for help: https://www.thesaurus.com/ 

I.  Spiralling: (a).  Attractive (b). Twisting (c).  irrelevant 

II. Bulky: (a). Tiny (b). brutal (c).  colossal 

III. Curious: (a). Indifferent (b). inquisitive (c).  blissful 

IV. Gigantic: (a). enormous (b). gorgeous (c). terrible 

V. Precious: (a). Huge (b).  tranquil (c). valuable 

VI. Dusty: (a). Dirty (b).  Clean (c). Hygienic 

VII. Fierce: (a). foolish (b).  violent (c). gloomy 

VIII. Slight: (a). insignificant (b).  spacious (c). stretched 

IX. Scrubby: (a). Wretched (b).Shabby (c). Both (a) & (b) 

X. Awkward: (a). Embarrassing (b).  Difficult (c). Both (a) & (b) 

A. Formation of Nouns from Adjectives:  

Q.2. You learnt the rules for formation of NOUNS from ADJECTIVES in the 6th Week. Form NOUNS from                  

given ADJECTIVES by adding -ness or -ty. A dictionary may help you to check the spelling of newly                  

formed words. 

Adjectives Nouns Adjectives Nouns Adjectives Nouns 

Hot  Bright  Precious  

Empty  Musty  Awkward  

Dark  Dark  Fierce  

Familiar  Local  Certain  

Popular  Curious  Loyal  
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Rule No. 2.  

Sometimes we remove a suffix like –ing, -d/ed, -ful, -less or –y from an adjective to form a noun.  

Examples: 

Adjectives Nouns Adjectives Nouns Adjectives Nouns 

Stormy storm Ragged Rag Charming Charm 

Helpful Help Merciless Mercy Thoughtful Thought 

 

Rule No. 3.  

Sometimes we add the suffix –dom to an adjective/ noun to form an abstract noun. 

Examples: 

Adjectives Nouns Adjectives Nouns 

Wise Wisdom Official Officialdom 

 

Q.3. Form NOUNS from given ADJECTIVES. 

 

Adjectives Nouns Adjectives Nouns Adjectives Nouns 

Dusty  Bearded  Spiralling  

Dirty  Crowded  Interesting  

Gloomy  Ragged  Disgusting  

Crazy  Packed  Swooping  

Guilty  Concerned  Appealing  

Successful  Lifeless  Free  
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Section Two: Simple Future Tense 
Affirmative 

Affirmative Sentences First Person Second Person Third Person 

Singular 
 
I shall play. 
 

 
You will play. 
 

He will play. 
She will play. 
It will. 

Plural We shall play. You will play. They will play 

Singular 
 
I shall write. 
 

 
You will write. 
 

He will write. 
She will write. 
It will write. 

Plural We shall write. You will write. They will write. 

See for help: 

Grammar Tree – 6 (Page 107 – 108) 

 

Q.4.  Fill in the blank in each sentence with the Simple Future Tense of the verb given in the 

bracket.  

I.  He _______________________ (visit) Japan next year. 

II. We _______________________ (hold) a party next month. 

III.  I   _______________________ (try) to read many books during the vacation.  

IV.  The family _______________________ (move) to a new flat soon.  

V.  Fahad ____________________ (sit) for an examination in December. 

VI. The tourists _______________________ (arrive) by air tomorrow morning.  

VII. We _______________________ (take) many photographs of the city. 

VIII. Mary   _______________________ (take) part in the next race. 

IX. She _______________________ (bring) her pet to school tomorrow. 

X.  We _______________________ (go) on an excursion very soon. 
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Negative 

Affirmative Sentences Negative Sentences Affirmative Sentences Negative Sentences 

I shall write a letter. 
I shall not write a 
letter. 

We shall play football. 
We shall not play 
football. 

She will paint a 
picture. 

She will not paint a 
picture. 

They will sing 
beautifully. 

They will not sing 
beautifully. 

 
Q.5.  Convert each affirmative sentence into a negative sentence.  

1.  He will finish the work very soon.  

2.  We shall go to work by car.  

3. They will eat a very delicious pizza in the party.  

4. The teacher will give him a pen for his good conduct in the class.  

5. Jim will leave for Lahore next week..  

Interrogative 

Affirmative Sentences Interrogative 
Sentences 

Affirmative Sentences Interrogative 
Sentences 

I shall write a letter. Shall I write a letter? We shall play football. Shall we play football? 

She will paint a 
picture. 

Will she paint a 
picture? 

They will sing 
beautifully. 

Will they sing 
beautifully? 

 
Q.6.  Convert each affirmative sentence into an interrogative sentence.  

1. We shall go out for dinner.  

2. They will open a new store at High Street.  

3. The chief surgeon will operate upon his patient.  

4. I shall visit my uncle this weekend.  

5. The workmen will repair the road. 
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Section Three: CREATIVE WRITING: 
Essay Writing: The Dress I Like Most 

Dress is an identical trait of a person’s personality. It indicates cultural and religious background of a                 

person. It also exposes the social status, education, profession and taste of a person. Dresses vary                

according to regions, seasons, professions, and occasions. All of us have special liking for some               

particular dress. Think about the dress that attracts you greatly and write an essay on the topic:  

The Dress I Like Most 

 

The outline given below will be helpful in writing this essay. 

 
1. Introduction 
 

● What is importance of dress 

● Different types of dresses  

● Relation between dress and culture 

● Dress as the reflection of a person’s personality 

2. Body 
 

● Dress I like most 
● Main features of the dress 
● Why I like it the most 
● When I like to wear it 

 
3. Conclusion 
 

● Qualities of a good dress 
● How my dress match qualities of a good dress 
● How I take care of my dress  

Note:  

● Use SIMPLE PRESENT TENSE and SIMPLE PAST TENSE for writing this essay. 

● Divide your essay in at least three paragraphs.  
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Week 11: June 22 t0 June 27, 2020 

 

Section One: Oxford Modern English – 6 
The Great Train Journey – Exercises 

A. Working With Words 

Q.1. Fill in the blanks with suitable words from the list. 

Astonished stationary sauntered anticipation increased awkward 

a. Soon there were other tracks, a railway siding and a _____________________ goods train. 

b. Sajid felt a thrill of _________________________. 

c. The number of railway lines _____________________ crossed, spread out in different directions. 

d. He was so _____________________ that he almost fell out of the compartment. 

e. He did not want the ticket driver asking him _____________________ questions. 

Shrugging his shoulders, Sajid _____________________ down the road to the bazaar. 

 

B. Learning About Language 

B-1. Collective Nouns 

Q.2. Write the Collective Nouns for groups given below. 

Horde galaxy range orchestra board team  

swarm crew herd audience flock bunch  

gang fleet pack 

 

sheep flock ships  sailors  
bees  wolves  stars  
barbarians  cattle  criminals  
directors  musicians  flowers  

Eleven 
footballers 

 mountains  
People 
listening in a 
theatre 

 

 
B-2. Abstract Nouns 

Q.3. Keeping the rules for forming nouns from adjectives in mind, form Abstract Nouns from the 

following adjectives. 
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Adjectives Nouns Adjectives Nouns Adjectives Nouns 

Delicate Delicacy Wide  Thin  

High  Awkward  Sweet  

Broad  Honest  Friendly  

Light  Kind  Tidy  

Adjectives Nouns Adjectives Nouns Adjectives Nouns 

Lazy  Quiet  Foolish  

Loyal  Accurate  Hardy  

Peaceful  Breathless  Free  

 

Section Two: Simple Present/ Past/ Future Tenses 
Q. 4. Tick the correct form of verb/ tense.  
1. The audience _______________ when he finished his song. 
a). applaud b). applauds c). applauded d). will applaud 
2. She usually _______________________ a bus to work. 
a). take b). takes c). took d). will take 
3. We _____________________ the matter in the next meeting. 
4. All living things _______________________ water to survive. 
a). need b). needs c). needed d). will need 
5. The train ____________________ at 9 a. m. every Wednesday. 
a). leave b). leaves c). left d). will leave 
6.  He _______________________ his car last week. 
a). sell b). sells c). sold d). will sell 
7. His parents ____________________ his graduation ceremony next week.  
a). attend b). attends c). attended d). will attend 
8. The City Museum _______________________ at 5 o’clock every evening. 
a). close b). closes c). closed d). will close 
9. I hope you _______________________ me your book. 
a). lend b). lends c). lent d). will lend 
10. Pakistan _______________________  a satellite in space in 2020. 
a). send b). sends c). sent d). will send 
 

 Q. 5. Tick the correct option.  
1. Most people like playing cricket. 
a). Simple Present Tense b). Simple Past Tense c). Simple Future Tense 
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2. He usually comes late. 
a). Simple Present Tense b). Simple Past Tense c). Simple Future Tense 
3. Mr. Simpson bought a new car last month. 
a). Simple Present Tense b). Simple Past Tense c). Simple Future Tense 
4. Will he invite you to dinner. 
a). Simple Present Tense b). Simple Past Tense c). Simple Future Tense 
5. She did not complete her works last week. 
a). Simple Present Tense b). Simple Past Tense c). Simple Future Tense 

 

Comprehension Worksheet – 2 

Objectives: This worksheet will develop the students’ ability to: 

a). skim for main idea, b). scan for details, c). identify author’s purpose 
d). make use of contextual clues to infer meanings of unfamiliar words from context, e). build academic vocabulary,  
f). organize their answers in meaningful sentences. 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
What are teeth used for? “That’s easy,” you say. “Teeth are used for eating.” You are partially right. For                   
people, that’s the purpose of teeth: biting off and chewing food. For animals, teeth are good for more                  
than just eating. They might be used for fighting, communicating, or even building a home. 

Many animals use their teeth to battle. Walruses have two ivory teeth called tusks that can grow up to                   
almost a meter long. When male walruses fight each other, the one with longest tusks usually wins.                 
Elephants also have tusks which they use to protect mates and young, even fending off lions if                 
necessary. 

Other animals may attack prey with their teeth. Alligators and crocodiles don’t use their teeth to chew,                 
but to seize prey, which they swallow whole. They may lose teeth, but backups are waiting to move up                   
and fill the empty spots. 

Some animals have long sharp front teeth called fangs, which kill. A poisonous snake can push venom                 
through its fangs, leaving its victim helpless. Vampire bats use fangs to pierce holes in their prey’s fur                  
and skin. Then they lap up the blood (their food) with their tongues. Hyenas use their teeth to crush the                    
bones of mush larger animals. 

Some animals use their teeth to send a message. Horses show their teeth to express different feelings.                 
They might talk tough, welcome others, or show respect. Porcupines click their teeth to warn others to                 
stay away, while angry bison grind their teeth, making a squeaky sound. Stay away!  

Some animals also use their teeth to groom, or clean, themselves. For example there is a group of                  

animals called prosimians, which means ‘before the monkeys’. They are monkey-like creatures, but             
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they aren’t monkeys. There are about 50 animals in this group, including lemurs, aye-ayes, and lorises.                

Almost all prosimians have comb-like lower front teeth that they use clean the fur on their bodies. 

 

 

 

Q. 1. Tick the correct option.  

I. Which best expresses the meaning of : “but backups are waiting to move up and fill the empty                   
spots?  
a. Alligators and crocodiles have an inborn set of extra teeth which take place of lost teeth.  
b. Alligators and crocodiles have an artificial set of extra teeth which take place of lost teeth. 
c. New teeth are set by doctors if alligators and crocodiles lose their teeth. 
 
II. Which best expresses the meaning of the phrase fending off lions if necessary as it is used in the                    
second paragraph? 
a. Elephants use their tusk to attract lions for hunting.  
b. Elephants use their tusks to protect their families from lions.  
c. Elephants hunt lions with their tusks.  
III. Which best expresses the author's main purpose in writing this article? 
a. To inform readers of the ways animal take care of their teeth. 
b. To persuade readers to take care of their teeth. 
c. To inform readers of different uses of teeth for animals. 

Q. 2. Answer the questions given below.  

I. For animals, teeth are good for more than just eating. Write four different uses of teeth for animals                   

as have been mentioned in the article. 

II. How do vampire bats use fangs to get their food? 

III. Horses use their teeth for communication. Write names of two more animals that use their teeth                 

for this purpose.  

IV. What does the word PROSIMIANS mean? Can you tell the reason for this name for a group of                   

animals?  

Q. 3. Match the words in COLUMN A with their meaning in COLUMN B. 

COLUMN A COLUMN B 

Partially To express one’s feelings and thoughts clearly 

Seize Not completely 

Communicate A person or an animal that has been attacked, injured or killed 

Squeaky To take hold of somebody suddenly and forcefully 

Victim Making a short high sound 
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Q. 4. Write Synonyms of given adjectives from the list given below and form nouns from adjectives 

given in the first column: various, needed, simple, indignant, and venomous. 

 

 

ADJECTIVES SYNONYMS NOUNS 

Easy   

Necessary   

Poisonous   

Different   

Angry   

 

Q. 5. Use the given words and expressions in sentences. 

Partially; express; victim; seize; communicate 
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